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Data Map Template 

In this exercise, you will look at how information flows within your business/organization, including any disclosures 
(information provided outside the organization). This tool will help you to complete a Data Map showing the flow 
of personal information through the system - from collection and use all the way to disclosures (sharing outside 
the organization) and destruction. This step will help to analyze and then assess privacy risks so that you can 
mitigate any potential for a privacy breach. 

Please use the fillable forms in the template below: 

Identify Collection Internal 
Stakeholders 

Usage Retention 


	Text1: Identify how the personal information is collected.  For example, employee information may be collected by completing an application form; customer information may be collected through an online order system; you may collect personal information indirectly from another database or receive it from another business.Examples: - Online order system- Employee HR application form- Receive mailing list from another business
	Make a list of all the personal information that your business collects: Make a list of all the personal information that your business collects. Note: You can refer to the definition of personal information in the Glossary.
	Text3: Identify who in your organization needs to use the personal information and what they need the information for – the purpose(s). Examples:- HR needs the name, address, S.I.N, bank account, etc.; customer service may need only the contact informationWhere does this info flow to within your organization?Does it flow outside of it? If so, to whom? Consent?
	Text4: Does your business/ organization share any of the personal information that was collected to an outside business/organization? List these here and also itemize the reasons that this is done. For example, you may outsource payroll so the payroll service will need detailed employee information; your business may have reporting requirements.Examples:- Payroll service- Audit reports- Sell mail lists 
	Text5: How long do you keep personal information? A record keeping system will identify retention periods. After personal information is no longer needed, how do you get rid of it?Do you dispose of it securely?


